WORKPLACE PENSION
GOVERNANCE & ENGAGEMENT
Your workplace pension scheme.
Your workers’ futures.
Your responsibility.
Our governance, your peace of mind.
So, you have your workplace pension arrangement and
are enrolling your workers into it. Job done, right?
The Pensions Regulator is increasing its attention on the
management (governance) of workplace pensions and
eventual outcomes for employees and their retirement.
There’s a huge range of options and choice - make sure
that you are doing your bit to oversee your employees’ future.




How do you know if your pension scheme or remains right for your
workers?
Is your pension provider performing? Will it be around in the longerterm?
Do your workers appreciate what they are paying for and are they
getting value from it?

It is important to keep your pension scheme under regular review to ensure
that it remains appropriate and compliant, and that your workers engage
with it and get the most from their savings.

This is where we come in.
Whatever your arrangement, your size or your industry we can help. From
off-the-peg remote reporting to regular tailored reporting and worker
engagement, our governance and engagement solutions suit all palettes.
▪ Regular reporting

▪ Remote or face-to-face meetings

▪ Provider monitoring

▪ Legislative updates & news

▪ Newsletters, seminars, helplines & guidance for your workers
Our ongoing governance and engagement services do all this, and more.
We believe in simplicity. Pension provision shouldn’t be complicated.
Pension scheme management needn’t be complicated. Our governance and
engagement support is clear, simple and jargon-free.

Welcome to simplicity.

How we help
Scheme governance and worker
engagement solutions to suit all
palettes

Off-the-peg remote reporting? Simple
worker communications?
Tailored regular reporting delivered
face-to-face? Comprehensive
newsletters and employee seminars?
The choice is yours

Cutting through the pensions white
noise – directly relevant,
uncomplicated governance and
guidance that matters to you

Informed decision-making through
clear jargon-free advice, delivered
quickly, efficiently and simply

Jargon-free communications and
material, designed to be easily read
and understood

The Pensions Regulator has put the ongoing governance and
employee communication of workplace pension schemes at the
heart of its good practice guidance.
How long will it remain voluntary?
Get ahead of the curve with our governance & engagement solutions.

simplicity pensions – simply different
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